January 1, 2015
Conway, NH
Dearest Family and Friends,
And then came Winter!
Ah, what fun, and how scenic was the Fall. But suddenly that was over, and dreaded Winter
came. With a bang. Temperatures dropped, trees became scarecrows, the lakes froze over.

And everything got complicated - like “going somewhere” being preceded by several hours of
preparation, AKA “digging out!” It’s a constant struggle in winter to keep equipment from being
ruined, and even just surviving the night sometimes becomes a challenge!
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But snow makes everything more beautiful. Good news for photographers!

Icicles grow and waterfalls freeze.
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Selfies become a bit more problematic to shoot with frozen fingers.

And I often found myself pining for tropical climes and scantily clad beauties. (Before anyone
gets any ideas, that’s Ri in that pic.) And it doesn’t help when Ri and Abul send a pic and say
“Nyahnyah, stupid freezing you, look at us - having fun here in flowered paradise without you!”
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But I Got Some Things Done:
I moved my office out of the ice-cold house into the house on wheels and crumped there. I spent
hundreds of hours designing and pre-press finalizing the 2015 ki Lum ki Wah (Rivers and Hills)
Wall calendar. It looks great and we are working with the printer to get it published in India.
Way behind schedule but we are getting there. One of my New Year’s resolutions I made (again!)
this week is to get the 2016 Calendar published by November 1 this year! Check out June.
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Tis the Season…….
to eat! And eat we did! My niece and nephew, my sister and my aunt are all close by here in New
England, so we gathered and we ate, snacked, grazed, sampled, gorged, nibbled and noshed.

Here I am teaching Thaddeus, my Nephew’s son, how to burp really loud and long at the table so
his mommy will know how much he liked her cooking.
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I ate so much I had to be taken to a special hospital and deflated.

The Way, Way, Way, WayBack Machine
I am writing this from Conway, NH where I am staying for a while with my 90-year-old aunt, the
sister of my mother. Her husband of 65 years has passed away and Uschi lives alone, but still
drives herself about in her little car, although her radius of foraging grows smaller each year.
I completed, on New Year’s day, a project I have wanted to do for decades, and that is to scan my
Aunt’s collection of old family photographs at high resolution and to identify who the folks (my
folks!) are in the pictures and to learn from her as much as I could about those (my!) people.
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The project began with the Scholz-Schmehl-Jakoby-Jeschke ritual of pie devouring. My Aunt and
I ate an entire blueberry pie at a single sitting. It’s fruit. It’s healthy. She is 90 and strong, so it
must work. The ritual apparently started as a “laugh-in-the-face-of impending-disaster” thing in
the olde country, which saw its share of disasters over the millennia.
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Uschi’s large house is crammed full of memories – in fact every nook and cranny is filled to
overflowing with precious things, each of which has a story attached to it. An errand to fetch
something from a far room might take an hour as we stop often and she describes to me how she
came by particular knickknacks. There are sad moments too, for example when she showed me
the thick pile of index cards of her (ex)pen pals who have passed away over the years.

Visiting her house is really a “tour.” Just reading all the signage is a delight.
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She is the last of her generation (my mother and father died 46 years ago!) and there is no one
else to ask about my mother’s side of the family - or my father’s for that matter, but Uschi
fortunately gathered what dates and names she could over the years from the Jeschke side. Now,
I finally know the full story about when and how and why my parents came together in Jackson,
NH! My grandfather, it turns out, found Jackson and Mt. Washington (right, below) of the White
Mountains to be a twin to his hometown of Stonsdorf and the Schneekoppe of the Giant
Mountains (left, below) in Germany (now Poland), and he eagerly bailed out of NYC in 1944....

to try his hand at farming on land once owned by the Fernalds, next to Black Mountain Ski Area.

He was a German cavalry officer in World War 1, really knew his horses, and was in heaven there
in Jackson. But, alas, for murky reasons involving his looking a bit like Hitler and some locals
trying to extort sexual favors from my grandmother and my mother, it didn’t work out and he
was soon back in NYC, working again as a “super” in apartment buildings. Before that, my
mother in 1944 was 23, used to the high and fast life in NYC and swore the first male friend who
came to visit her there on that remote farm in Jackson, she would marry!, and….my dad showed
up, and true to her word they returned to NYC and were wed. My dad too, though, fell in love
with NH, and soon after they were married, he bought the place in South Conway, NH, the place
where I would eventually be born and grow up, and my parents moved out of NYC for good.
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I just happened to be looking at a book one day at 6:20 and my Aunt snapped a pic of me which
reminded her of a pic of my mother at 6:20 from the early 1930s, and we talked about the piece
of furniture we had both been standing in front of, and how, when she, my mother and parents
arrived in NYC from Germany in 1930, with nothing but clothes and some featherbeds, they went
directly to a relative’s house to begin their new life, and as they arrived so did the cops who
rushed upstairs after some gangsters who fled out the window and across the rooftops, leaving
all their belongings behind, so the relative went to the super’s and made a case to let my mother,
aunt and grandparents move in to the fully furnished place, and they did, and my aunt, after
dozens and dozens of moves, (for example, she and my mom attended 13 different public schools
in NYC!) over her long life, still has that piece of furniture and it still operates, as does the clock!

Ahh, the richness of our past: my Grandfather on his favorite horse in 1915; my mom in the
middle of a sled with my Aunt and Grandmother in Germany; my mother and aunt in NYC.
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And Oh! the hats my mother wore in her teens (she was only 14 in the pic on the right).

And Oh! The cars - my grandfather and his then latest prize possession.

And the history - here my mom, aunt and grandmother pose in a Central Park Hooverville!
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There is also an aching pain evoked by some of these photos. Here, this beautiful young girl, the
daughter of my grandfather’s brother, died falling off a Russian truck coming in from the
collective fields after the Second World War. I want to know this person…..I want to go back in
time and talk to her…….I want to save her!......but, I cannot. Breaks my heart.
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And such richness in some of the albums. From 1913, my grandfather courted, and then married
in 1920, and continued to communicate with, my grandmother, all the while serving in the
German cavalry through World War 1 and after the war in the medical cavalry, by postcard! And
all those postcards survived and are clearly date stamped! Here is but a one-page sampling of
the hundreds. Unable to decipher the German Script, one can only imagine what was written 100
years ago. Sweet nothings? Formalities? Heavy thoughts about war and peace?

Towering waves from the deck of the SS New York as my Grandfather came to America in 1928.
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And what of the others?
Ri is still in India, waiting (im)patiently for me to build a suitable nest here, that doesn’t involve
sleeping in a van down by the river. But she is busy, painting things red and tending her garden.

And always surrounded by family and friends.

Here with three of her beautiful nieces.

Arri and Aibor are still in California and I have no fresh pix of them! Daphi and Bapyn and Bolti
have all passed and moved on to the next school level! Yay! Sunny has gotten new glasses.
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The Year Ahead, The Years Behind.
A very interesting way to start the new year - steeped in the past, perhaps even lost in the past,
and also delighted to get to know the new generation, the children of my Niece and Nephew, and
know that they are not just well and smart and beautiful, but loved and protected and thriving;
and, of course, enjoying winter where lighting, and even the absence of color, can be so dramatic.
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A thousand new images are tumbling in my mind now, like clothes in a drier, some brilliantly
framed and perfectly captured, like this one of the 1939 World’s Fair, and this one of my Aunt
and my Mother beginning a dizzying new life in America in the early 1930s.

Some pix, like my great-grandfather in 1882, and my mom and aunt in 1926, are sooo adorable.
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Others, like this one of Madison Square Garden, require a fresh look at history.

While others are sad, like this one, my mom in the middle, so full of life, yet dying so young.
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Combine these tumbling images, requiring so much introspection, with a bit of miksang - here a
tiny icicle forming silently in the forest; there the odd sensuality of snow;

and here, shattered snowflakes, which started life so perfectly and so beautiful, falling to earth
where nature’s forces blew them, now all broken pieces in a pile,
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reminds me of this image of these children from around 1900, my grandmother standing front
row center, taken in a bloody place where Germany and Poland collide, then a proud part of
Germany, now a retaken part of Poland, makes me wonder and worry, after the storms of history,
how many of these lovely children looking at me so intently across the gulf of time, survived the
horrors of the First and Second World Wars. Who fought, who died, who starved? Who became
an artist? Who became a titan of business? How many of these children had days that weren’t all
misery? How many, if any, ever found true love and peace?

Best wishes and much love to all of you from the labyrinth of time, where I am doing a different
kind of travel than I usually do.
Peter
(PS. It is the 5th. Not bad! I got this done in 4 days!)
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